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New Stolen Goat MTB Collection Launches
Today!
After 10 years of creating award-winning road cycling apparel, Stolen Goat have today launched

our brand new MTB22 collection – a capsule collection of mountain bike-specific jerseys, shorts

and accessories.

Whether you’re tearing up the trails, or just getting muddy with your mates nothing says

freedom like getting out and exploring the route less ridden. Here to brighten up the off road

adventures, the new MTB22 collection takes stand out Stolen Goat style off the beaten track.
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About the new Stolen Goat MTB22 Collection
MTB Jerseys //
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Available in both long- and short-sleeved options in men’s and women’s sizing, the new MTB-

specific jerseys offer a relaxed fit, SPF 30 UV protection and a lightweight, fast-drying

construction for ultimate freedom of movement and no limits riding. Featuring a range of eye-

catching designs, from linear graphics to cool camo and bold stripes, these jerseys bring

signature Stolen Goat style and quality to off road rides.

MTB Shorts //
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The Stolen Goat MTB shorts combine the technical features you want, with a casual look you’ll

love. Made with 4-way stretch, they have an adjustable hook and loop waistband which is

higher at the back – so the only thing you’ll be showing off is your bike skills. Two front-zipped

pockets keep your essentials safe and sound. Meanwhile the fast-drying, breathable and water

repellent fabric keeps you feeling fresh, whether you’re kicking up the dust and slipping through

the mud. Add in UV SPF 50+ protection and you’ve got everything you need for an awesome

day out on the trails.

MTB Accessories //

The MTB22 Collection sees the introduction of a range of new full finger cycling gloves, to

match some of our favourite MTB jersey designs. Made from a microfibre and cotton blend,

these gloves feature a stretchy upper for a perfect fit, with anti-slip material and optimally

placed padding to help you tackle technical trails or speedy descents with ease.

Not forgetting the old hooves, we’ve also introduced some new MTB-specific cycling socks in

four designs. Slightly thicker than our road socks, these socks are still quick-drying and

breathable for ultimate comfort.

Baby Scruff // The new goat in town…
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ABOUT STOLEN GOAT

Stolen Goat was founded by Tim Bland in 2012 with a mission in mind: To inspire people to find freedom through
sport so that they can live happier, healthier lives. With award-winning cycle clothing and accessories, Stolen Goat
helps to inspire and empower people to find their own form of freedom and adventure more. Whether that’s hi�ng
the climbs or hi�ng the café rides. Since its beginnings, Stolen Goat has grown a community of likeminded everyday
cycling heroes – The Herd. United by our love of cycling, our passion for freedom and apprecia�on for awesome kit
that dares to be a li�le bit different.

Baby Nik is Stolen Goat’s much-loved plush toy mascot, often spotted accompanying members

of The Herd on their cycling adventures. And now he’s joined by Baby Scruff – his scruffier

little cousin who loves nothing more than hitting the trails, getting mucky with his mates… and

playing practical jokes on Nik to keep him on his hooves. Just like Baby Nik, Baby Scruff is

available wearing a range of the MTB kits or catch him in all his glory in his birthday suit…

 

The new Stolen Goat MTB22 Collection is available online from today at

stolengoat.com
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